Back to School ... With style in the bag!

The Arrival of the Football Season Means Fall is Here and that YOUNG'S are Stocked With Everything New in Men's Apparel and Accessories

Naturally, the jacket is

Forstmann
Lambs' wool sweaters

Merino wool soft and durable, full-fashioned sweaters in the desired shapely shoulder model, treated to be moth resistant for extra protection. Matching sets of 70% lambs' wool and 30% nylon, with extra nylon wind resistant at top and heel, and moth resistant and shrink resistant.

Sweater slipper $1.15
Pullover with dress $1.50
Set, matching colors $1.50

SHIRTS

by Ena

$5.00

Before you close that bag, be sure you've got plenty of Ena shirts. They will assure your position in the campus fashion parade. - our Ena Shirts are style leaders. Oxford or broadcloth, Button down or roll on what will you? Our stock is filled with smart styles that are ahead of the times.

YOUNG'S of Birmingham

203 Pierce Street
Open Friday Evening

MAJOR SLACKS
in rich flannels
and fine coverts

The most wanted style of 1948 - Major Slacks. The fabric that is woven for each individual cut and finish. Major is made to fit the body perfectly. Whatever your choice in style, MAJOR slacks are all you can buy in fine fabric and fit. $20.00 to $22.50